
Idea Votes

Economy 

Strong, free wifi citywide in libraries 4

Green jobs = employment and environment 3

raise the minimum wage! 3

Participatory Government and inclusion

involve NY'ers in a participatory budget process in every council 

district 8

rethink boards and commissions. open nomination processes for 

members. provide public monitoring on issues such as lobbying 

and voting. 7

crowd surveying for city innovation using social media 6

conduct pedestrian (cross streets annotation here) surveys of 

community 

needs in each of the 59 community districts prior to each fiscal 

year. 5

Housing and neighborhoods

more subsidized options for middle class people between 35-45k a 

year. seems the city either for the rich or for the poor... 2

more opportunities for people making between 35-45k a year to 

secure affordable housing 2

Public Safety

end stop and frisk 1

Arts and culture

broadband free for all in all boroughs 5

support cultural equality -- all communities and all people have 

rights to express their cultures and have them supported. more 

frequent changes in mta arts and poems. 4

non profit tv and radio for NVIC (save wbai) 3

policy making should factor the cultural impacts of decisions made 

(such as the environment) 3

Education

start teaching computer science at age 6 >> hackathons 3

Stop teaching for the sole purpose of passing state exams. teach 

them how to be better thinkers, not test takers 3

curriculum that emphasizes real world experiences 3

easier accessibility for lower income students to attain jobs , 

internships, etc. 3

college students need help with metrocards too! 3

stop raising tuition! 3

Open Government and Technology

Free Wifi City-wide 6

support municipal staff to make city data understandable to regular 

people. Information translators! 4

participatory budgeting in all districts 4

collect and digitilize all public meetings 3

Sustainability and environment

spread bus service and bus times throughout the 5 boroughs 4

Curbside composting everywhere in nyc 3


